LEGAL DISCLAIMER 


The purchaser of Centaurify tokens & any Centaurify native NFT collection
(hereinafter the ʻPurchaserʼ) understands and accepts that Centaurify
(hereinafter ʻCENTʼ) has no intention to shift one's mind concerning his/hers
crypto/NFT investments nor does CENT hold mandate to give any financial
advise. In purchasing CENT tokens/NFTs, the Purchaser shall be solely
responsible for his/hers actions and shall be deemed to have understood, at
all times, the consequences of his/hers actions, and to have been aware of
the conditions of the crypto-active market. 


The Purchaser understands, accepts and acknowledges that the crypto-asset
market involves risks that should be carefully considered by the Purchaser
prior to making any decision as to whether or not the Purchaser should
proceed with a purchase of CENT tokens/NFTs. It shall be the sole
responsibility of the Purchaser to become informed of any risks that may
arise in the crypto-asset market, as well as in the area of blockchain and
distributed ledger technology in general. 


The Purchaser further understands, accepts and acknowledges that any
systems, platforms, technologies or any other technological structures,
software and/or protocols to the like effect (hereinafter ʻSystemsʼ) created
and/ or relied upon by CENT, including but not limited to any platform relied
upon for conducting of an Initial coin offering (ICO) and/or a NFT genesis
mint , may involve substantial risks, and investing and/or participating in any
such Systems may expose the Purchaser to certain risks. It shall be the sole
responsibility of the Purchaser to evaluate such risks prior to taking any
decision as to whether or not the Purchaser should invest and/or participate
in any such Systems. 


The Purchaser understands, accepts and acknowledges that CENT shall not
be liable for the loss of CENT tokens/NFTs, piracy, and/or any other situation
whatsoever that may cause the Purchaser to lose and/or to be unable to
access his CENT tokens/NFTs where such loss results as a consequence,
directly or indirectly, from any act or omission on the part of the Purchaser.
For the purpose of this disclaimer, any reference to ʻPurchaserʼ shall be
construed as referring also to users of CENTʼs Systems, and this disclaimer
shall apply mutatis mutandis. Furthermore, for the purpose of this disclaimer,
any reference to ʻPurchaserʼ shall be construed as referring also to any
person who holds CENT tokens/NFTs, whether or not such person is the
Purchaser. 


This white paper is for informational purpose only and shall not be
considered as financial advice. 


This white paper, in whole or in part, and any copies thereof, shall not be
taken or transmitted to any country where the distribution of white papers is
prohibited or restricted, or otherwise contrary to the law.

CENTAURIFY - THE FOUNDERS’S OWN WORDS 


Centaurify, is a group company originally founded in Norway with branches in
Estonia & Lithuania, that aims to REVOLUTIONIZE THE MUSIC INDUSTRY &
TICKETING MARKET WITH A GROUND BREAKING NFT TICKETING SOLUTION, A
NFT MARKETPLACE FOCUSED SOLELY ON MUSIC RELATED CONTENT &
TAKING THE ROLE AS A TOTAL SERVICE PROVIDER TO BRIDGE ARTISTS/
MUSICIANS INTO WEB3. EMPOWERING MUSIC! 


Today, the music industry has become extremely centralized. Only a handful
can make a reasonable good living by streaming their work due to low
kickback from streaming platforms. This has forced musicians to constantly
be on tour, participating on reality shows, and taking on image damaging
commercial works. The result has been to sacrifice their family and personal
time as well as the time to produce what we all love, NEW MUSIC. The
COVID 19 pandemic has not helped in any way, by limiting the musician's
possibility to be on tour & being limited to monetize on their music by
business models which are set by old standards that struggle to adapt to fast
a changing technological environment.  


Centaurify, founded by Martin Bjecke a.k.a CLMD, a 14 platinum awarded artist
and David Rootwelt-Norberg with background from the fashion industry &
over 15 years of entrepreneurship. The duo is a force by itself.


The goal is to empower musicians & the fans again, at the same time build a
worldwide community to be a part of our cause which is to disrupt for the
better. Benefitting the music lovers & their favorite artists. By re-empowering
and giving back to the Artists, Organizers and our NFT/staked Holders, with
cutting edge technology, clever engineered smart contracts & our tokenomics,
we are doing just that.  


INTRODUCTION 


Cryptocurrencies from the beginning were never meant to be solely confined
to the realm of financial services and just like money bleeds into every aspect
of our lives today, cryptocurrencies have already begun to do the same. The
nascent industry has just recently been adopted as legal tender by a nationstate[1], crypto continues to install itself into popular and widely used
financial apps like CashApp[2] and Venmo[3] and sees exponential
institutional growth as companies continue to either open their services to
blockchain technology or take positions in it[4].


Since the next step in the evolution of blockchain technology was Ethereum,
which introduced the idea of smart contract technology where users can
interact in a trustless environment, the industry has been given the means to
begin expanding cryptocurrencies into more than just sending and receiving
assets. Over the summer of 2020 the industry witnessed “Defi
Summer” [5] where investors saw a live first implementation of smart
contract use cases. Investors and users were able to perform complex
financial transactions utilizing lending services, decentralized exchanges, and
various other implementations of Ethereum’s smart contracts formed what
many would call “money legos” [6] . 


The massive amounts of money flowing into the industry as well as the ability
for these relatively new ‘first-generation’ institutions 

(Uniswap, Aave, Compound etc.) to be successful, demonstrated that smart
contracts could function in a live environment and handle initially locked in
values of a “few hundred million to over $20B in total-value- locked” in just a
matter of months[7].


From these financial primitives, the industry and its projects were able to
reform, innovate into new and more refined versions where other protocols
were built off of them further strengthening the foundation of the industry as
well as the fundamentals underpinning the majority of the code and
infrastructure. In short, the cryptocurrency industry had front row seats to
watch what took the traditional finance markets hundreds of years to be built
up over the span of few months, and they were doing it better, faster, and
cheaper than all of their traditional finance counterparts.  


The reimaging of the traditional finance system has thus far been the first
major step of cryptocurrencies in their quest for mass adoption and has now
given way to a potential ‘NFT Summer’ [8] which began in the latter half of
2020 and has been increasing in strength throughout the course of 2021. Vast
amounts of both people and money are getting involved in the NFT industry
and that increasing attention does not necessarily bleed into the wider
market.

Pieces of art are rising in value from a few dollars to multiple hundreds of
thousands of dollars[9] over the course of days and weeks while most tokens
and other coins stagnated or fell in price as Bitcoin tumbled into the low
thirty-thousands. As the situation for Uniswap, Aave, and other DeFi dApps
which acted as the base case for smart contracts in DeFi, trading NFTs as
mere art is the base case as the evolution of another blockchain technology
begins before the cryptocurrency industry’s eyes once again. 


The gaming industry has been tangentially connected to the cryptocurrency
industry as the gaming audiences tend to have a lot of overlap with many
people investing in cryptocurrencies and so seeing a blossoming nexus
between NFT implementation and gaming is the logical next step of NFTs’
evolution.  


Currently off of the back of the “NFT Summer”, industry participants are now
witnessing an explosion of gaming and NFT projects as many companies and
developers are becoming aware of the magnitude of possibilities that arise
from being able to built metaverses within their games that are then
potentially able to interface with other games, tearing down the notion of
games being ‘walled gardens’. Gaming is the current target for
cryptocurrencies to innovate and build off of but other industries are quickly
stepping up to the plate. Following gaming’s initial adoption of the NFT
innovation, the music industry seems like a prime candidate for NFTs to
reach a zenith in value as artists will finally be able to take on true ownership
of their likeness, music, merchandise, and tickets, they will truly be in full
control of themselves and their brands.

GROWTH OF A MUSICIAN 


In the age of social media networks and internet virality, musicians can be
launched into the spotlight at any stage of their careers or potentially never,
but regardless all of them have realized that they need to put in the effort to
build followings and not just hone their craft in order for them to eventually
become successful either through sheer will or through something like the
YouTube algorithm deciding to make their song the flavor of the day [10] . 


Musicians nowadays have multiple options with regards to building up their
followings, they can upload their music to sites like SoundCloud or Youtube,
they can make posts on Instagram or film shorts on TikTok. For the vast
majority of these artists, their focuses need to be split on the music and then
on organically growing their following so they can eventually derive a living
from their fans. This ‘organic’ growth that these artists strive for is something
that has only recently influenced an industry traditionally dominated by
companies and record labels that got to practically pick and choose who
they wanted to succeed [11] . 


This growth in popularity doesn’t normally happen overnight, it takes many
months and years of working and experimenting with their music to see what
they really enjoy creating then cultivating a following to enjoy their music with
them. At the same time, aside from the aforementioned social media
networks, there is no direct structure or access to agencies and companies
to really propel them to the next level, most of these musicians are all selfmade and have gotten to where they are by doing it themselves without any
help from the big-name agents in the industry. 


Only then, once the musician has either become viral or successfully built a
large following will companies and labels begin to recognize them and seek
to sign, support their music, and open them up to other aspects of the
industry like concerts and touring. 


Having access to these companies which provide a substantial boost to the
careers of musicians essentially boils down to a chicken and the egg problem.
Artists need to become popular in order to work with these companies but
the majority of said artists can’t become popular, to the magnitude where
they become industry names, without the help of these companies to propel
their image and brand. 



There does exist a downside to this cultivation and focus directed at building
a social media presence for these up-and-coming artists; the issue of
conversion. That is to say, this newfound focus for artists to build followings
on any of the many social media venues creates the potentiality for them to
garner followers that don’t follow them because of their music. If a person
follows them on Instagram that doesn’t mean they convert to someone who
listens to their music or buys their albums, they’ve increased their follower
count, but they haven’t increased their fan count. This creates a situation
where an artist may appear popular on social media but in reality, they’re a
paper dragon and have very few conversions and true fans that actually listen
to their music. Artists need to build their social media followings with people
who actually listen to and enjoy their music and will come to concerts and
live performances, not people who simply follow them for opinions on things
or photos they might post.


These artists and musicians can use the tools of social networks born out of
the Web2.0 revolution to build their own communities and nyches around
their music but to enter the arena of true stardom, where they’re
globetrotting on tour, they need to work with a plethora of companies and
agencies to have access to the same infrastructure that all the popular
artists have: tours, concerts, music licensing, brand deals, etc. At the same
time, they have to contend with the issue of attracting true fans who
subscribe to them because they’re a musician and because they listen to
their music. It does no good to the artist to have one million followers on
Facebook if none of them buy their music or concert tickets. Thus at the end
of the day, even if social media may have democratized a lot of the process of
becoming a star, artists still need to access the tools gate kept from them by
industry stalwarts and need to ensure that the communities they build are
ones that will actually show up when they have a concert and listen to their
music.  



INDUSTRY IN TRANSITION 



Companies like Spotify, Pandora, YoutubeMusic, Apple Music, and many more
have in theory ‘helped’ give back power to musicians in recent years but
while providing artists with the ability to publish their own music and
practically circumvent the record labels, they have introduced two problems,
that of content and the death of the active listener. These companies, while
trying to solve the problem of record labels gatekeeping artists, have ‘solved’
the first problem by forcing artists to become content producers that have to
constantly produce more songs and albums in order to stay relevant if they
are not already popular. They have also ‘solved’ the second problem by
focusing their algorithms on the popularization of playlists which has in
effect reduced the chance of attracting active listeners, people who
proactively discover music, on the platforms in favor of people who
mindlessly listen to the next song and merely traverse playlists.

Now that artists on these platforms have been converted into ‘content farms’
for algorithms to popularize them, if they happen to want to take time and
put more work into their pieces (thus cutting back on the amount of music
they might publish) they’d be punished as they might fall in relevance. As a
result, artists that already have a wide catalog of music for consumers to
choose from will continue to succeed while artists that are new or on the
come up will likely have to work for years just to build up a music catalog
that might be picked up by the algorithm. So while these platforms have
offered another chance for small artists to be noticed, it isn’t the allencompassing good that many seem to think that it is and in fact, the larger
artists that are signed with major record labels get substantially less from
these streaming services as they’ve got to split the revenue for their music
among the platform, the

label and themselves [12] .



On the topic of playlists, while many might see it as a positive that smaller
artists could potentially be selected on some of the more popular playlists
and thus receive more attention from potential fans and listeners that often
is not the case. The vast majority of listeners on these platforms are either
passive listeners in the sense that they just listen through playlists and don’t
dig deeper into the songs they discover or they’ve come to the platform
specifically to listen to certain artists and don’t care to hear other potential
artists. In effect what this means is that artists have to leave it up to
algorithms and editorial teams to select their music and add it to playlists
and then for listeners to choose to dive further into songs and follow the
artists who’ve produced it; most listeners simply cycle through playlists and
be done with it.

This causes artists to create their music so that it is accommodating to the
algorithms of these platforms, short (2-3 minutes on average) and catchy
from the start so listeners don’t skip within the first few seconds of listening,
thus demoting the value of the song making it more likely to not be
algorithmically discovered. This in the long run will guide artists to create a
uniform sound type of music that kills innovation and experimentation in the
space, all in hopes of potentially being algorithmically selected to have a shot
at obtaining exposure to listeners who aren’t even guaranteed to follow the
artists in the first place. 


The birth of music streaming has been an incremental, albeit flawed, step for
many artists in the scene allowing them to give their fans better access to
their music but having to relinquish their creativity and experimentation in
hopes of becoming more appealing to algorithms. With Web2.0 they’ve built
up communities around their music and have been given tools to self-publish
their own music but with Web3.0 they will truly be able to produce their
music and share it with people who want to listen to it. Musicians have been
given a direct line to fans and now with Web3.0 the pieces are in place for
them to become fully independent of many of the music industry’s traditional
players, they will finally be in full control of their careers and more
importantly their music.  



DO IT YOURSELF 


The only missing piece to the artist’s problem of truly becoming a superstar
of their own accord, and ripping off the shackles of the outdated music
industry is for them to have the means to manage their own touring,
concerts, and live performances. As it stands artists are at the mercy of large
ticketing companies that are able to control the markets for their tickets
sales, including the lucrative secondary markets, and either price gouge 13
the fans of the artists, allowing bots to buy up massive amounts of tickets
which are then listed at price multiples forcing customers to pay much more
than the original price or simply sell the tickets in a manner where the artists
don’t receive the majority of the benefit.  

Artists have been given a variety of tools that will allow them to build
audiences and communities around their music, to purchase, share, and
converse about it but until now, most events and concerts have had to be set
up through agencies, companies and other agents in the industry. The base
case of artists playing to their fans has been obstructed and influenced by a
group of middlemen who don’t want their hands taken out of the lucrative
artists’ cookie jar. Thus the missing link is something that is able to empower
artists and their teams with the ability to manage their own ticketing
systems, so they can control the market for their events while ensuring that
price gouging is impossible and so they are able to earn an additional bit of
revenue from all of the secondary market sales of their tickets.  


Artists having the ability to take control of their own ticket markets and then
earn additional income from secondary sales of those tickets is the final tool
for the musician’s toolbelt. 


The current landscape is dominated by companies that control the entirety of
the market and the process end to end for ticketing sales of concerts and
live performances. Because of this, they’re able to set the tone for ticket
pricing and directly benefit from mal-actors that are able to take advantage
of the system and sell the tickets way above market rate without the artist
being able to generate any income off of the sale and, more importantly,
exploiting the artist’s fans in the process.  


Centaurify is the final step to artists becoming independent of the music
scene, giving them the power to run their own ticket sales, protect their fans
and avoid losing money due to middlemen. Centaurify is the foundation for
artists to build their fully-fledged community economies without the worry of
having to kowtow to faceless corporations. 



CENTAURIFY IS THE ARTISTS´PLATFORM 


Centaurify has been built from the ground up by music and concert industry
veterans specifically to be the leading Music-NFT DeTi (Decentralized
Ticketing) platform to secure the independence of musicians and music
creators and allow them to run their own events and live performances. Our
platform is founded upon two simple principles; artists should be in direct
control of the ticket minting process and they should have full control over
their tickets’ secondary markets.  

We believe that artists being able to sell their tickets as NFTs is the next step
in the evolution of an industry feature that hasn’t evolved much in the past
hundred years and has unfortunately created many side effects which all
result in the artists and their teams footing the bill. Moreover, selling tickets
as NFTs allows these artists to be in control of the markets of their tickets so
they can set the bounds on the minimum and maximum prices of tickets
ensuring that they still earn profit and preventing their fans from being
exploited by bots and scalpers. The secondary market control also allows the
artists to continue earning revenue from all secondary sales that occur,
something unheard of in the traditional systems. Giving the power back to
artists will empower them with unprecedented levels of authority to truly run
their shows and live performances in the manner that they want to and with
the continued reopening of society as we transition out of Covid, the concert
scene is set to rebound tremendously.

THE TICKETING SOLUTION 


The Centaurify ticketing platform operates on three pillars to ensure that
artists are in full control of their performances. First, by minting every ticket
as a unique NFT, fans are protected from counterfeit, fake tickets and can
trace the entire transaction history of the ticket to confirm that it came from
the artist and their teams. Second, artists are able to customize the specific
parameters of their NFT Ticket smart contracts to set resale threshold values
and prevent the scalping market from either existing or becoming grossly
exploitative. Finally, because of this parameter customization for each ticket,
artists are able to code them in such way that every ticket sale generates
them revenue, whether they be first, secondary, tertiary, etc, sales and are
able to effectively facilitate the entirety of the ticketing market rather than
leave it to a potentially malicious third party.  


The base case for the Centaurify platform is the ticket minting and market
functions. The ticket minting is wholly customizable by the artists and their
teams, from the number of tickets, the percentages of the price which are
attributed back to the artist, to things like the aesthetic design of the ticket.
The platform is built to encourage creativity and free expression by the artists
with their tickets. Centaurify performs its other primary function of
supporting the primary and secondary markets by allowing artists to
customize the release schedules and dates of their ticket offerings.  


Moreover, regardless of whether a ticket is sold on the primary or secondary
markets, the artist will receive a 2% reflection of the value, this parameter
can be increased as well in the smart contract. For the Secondary sales
market, the artist is able to set the horizontal limits of ticket pricing to
ensure tickets are not sold above or below price thresholds, this is designed
to prevent scalpers from listing tickets for multiples of the original price and
exploiting the fans in the process. Centaurify is built to support the artist to
make sure they are able to make the money off of their tickets and protect
fans from predatory pricing and actors trying to make a quick buck. 


Platform accessibility is one of the priorities of Centaurify and that means
being able to load in fiat with ease for the average consumer. Our target
audience is one that is not necessarily all too familiar with the buying and
selling of cryptocurrencies and tokens so the focus is on ensuring that people
are able to seamlessly deposit money from their bank accounts or make
purchases of the $CENT tokens via their credit cards. The platform will also
support on and off ramps for the $CENT token should users purchase them
off CEX/DEX venues or want to migrate their tokens off of their wallets.  


THE MUSIC NFT MARKETPLACE



The first product to launch is the multi-chain music NFT marketplace which
allows artists to upload their own pieces of art, which could range from
album or EP covers to mementos and other collectible pieces that are
meaningful to the artists and their communities. The platform allows artists
to have unlimited creative freedom when it comes to creating and selling
these NFTs and these sales are merely the first stage on the Centuarify
roadmap.  


Centaurify is built around the minting and selling of tickets by artists and
their teams. We view that as the foremost focus of our initial product and
features such as the on-ramps for fiat and the artists’ music NFT
marketplace as supporting features that are to be built upon in further
iterations down the line. These features accurately encapsulate version one of
the platform and provide us with a solid foundation to revolutionize the
music industry.  







CENTAURIFY NFT GENISIS MINT



Your entry ticket to the most exclusive web3 music community and social
club in the solar system.


The Centaurify exclusive NFT collection will grant access to different tiers of
members only benefits that will grow over time. 



Each NFT holder will get early access to high-profile NFT drops, physical and
virtual parties and events, limited merchandise, as well as unlocking
additional benefits for $CENT token holders.


Born on the Ethereum blockchain, each “AAA” ticket will unlock 1 of 5,000
randomly generated NFT PFP. 



Each PFP is unique, and acts as a piece of digital art as well as granting you
exclusive membership access. 



Once you have revealed your PFP, the golden ticket will be utilized and
destroyed. Your PFP will now hold all your member-only benefits. 


Follow & join our socials FOR MORE INFORMATIO
DISCOR
TWITTE
TELEGRAM


 


 








CENTAURIFY TOKEN ORCHESTRATES THE SHOW 


The holding and staking of the $CENT token entitles users to a variety of
rewards depending on the number of tokens staked. Outlined below are the 3
tiers for token staking as well as accompanying rewards. These tiers are
correlated to the NFT ticketing solution & marketplace only! Rewards & early
access does not apply for Centaurify genisis mint. 


1. Tier III  Fan: Staking 100.000 $CENT tokens 


A. 72-hour final ticket exclusion purchase whitelist, following the

tier I and then tier I & II private ticket sales tier III, is able to join in for the
remaining 72 hours where they are able to purchase alongside tier I & II.


i.	 The entire private sale window lasts 1 week.

ii.	 Following the end of the private sale window, the

public sale to the general public begins.


B. 0,1% rebate on NFT Ticket purchases. Rebates will be in the

form of tokens. The rebates are higher for newcomers. In

this way, the platform should stimulate younger bands to join.


C. 30-minute early access to ordinary or rare Artist NFT

releases.


D. Tier III Follower badge on marketplace profile.


CENT GENISIS MINT:

Grants you “BACKSTAGE”* role in Centaurify Discord 


2. Tier II  Fan: Staking 300.000 $CENT tokens


A. 72-hour ticket sale pass following tier I. After tier I concludes its exclusive
24 hour sale period, tier II opens for 72 hours and is able to purchase tickets
exclusively with tier I and other tier II members.


B. 0,2% rebate on NFT Ticket purchases. Rebates will be in the form of
tokens.


C. 1-hour early access to special artist NFT releases.


D. Tier II fan badge on marketplace profile.


CENT GENISIS MINT:

Grants you “BACKSTAGE” role in Centaurify Discord 



3. Tier I  Superfan: Staking 1.000.000 $CENT tokens



A. 24-hour exclusive initial ticket sale pass. Once the artist sets a date and
begins selling NFT tickets, tier I stakers only will have the first call on
purchasing said tickets and will have 24 hours for them alone to purchase
tickets, from there it will be opened to tier II and then tier III.


B. 0,3% rebate on NFT Ticket purchases. Rebates in the form of tokens.


C. 2-hour early access to special artist NFT releases. 


D. 3-hour early access to NFT releases and exclusive access to Rare and
Legendary Artist NFTs.


E. VIP Support, dedicated manager to handle all support and help requests
by phone and email. 


F. Tier I Superfan badge on marketplave profile.


G. Grants “AAA”* role in Centaurify Discord 





4. Tier agnostic features:


A. Users are able to purchases NFT tickets regardless of the amount staked


i. Non-staking users will have to wait 1 week, until the exclusive access period
runs out— before they can purchase tickets for an event.


B. Users are able to purchase NFT art released by Artists


i. Though users not a part of tier I II III will have to wait 1 week before being
allowed to purchase.


CENT GENISIS MINT:

Will not be given any role in Centaurify Discord and refered to public sale, if
not earned discord role by participating in community tasks & competition. 



GLOBAL TICKETING INDUSTRY 


The online event ticketing industry is expected to reach 68B USD by 2025,
with a 4.8 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR). Growth is
anticipated to be impacted by massive increased web proliferation and
increased utilization of mobile apps to buy music, sports, and other live event
tickets. 


FRAUD 


Buying and selling tickets online is a tricky business. Customers often worry
about whether they’re paying for a real ticket or a fake one, whether that the
barcode is going to work on event day, and whether they’re overpaying for
those tickets. Sellers have a lot to worry about, too: if they don’t balance
quick turnaround times with a secure system that doesn’t invite fraudsters,
they put their reputation and business on the line. Depending on the price of
the ticket, between 3% and 20% of secondhand tickets aren’t real. Fraudsters
send fake barcodes or phony tickets designed to look like the real thing – or
nothing at all. Instead of manufacturing fake tickets, some fraudsters send an
email with “a link to the tickets”; but upon clicking the link, the victim falls
prey to a phishing scam. Other scammers simply demand that their victims
wire money, and offer nothing in return. Using the Centaurify NFT ticket
solution organizers will secure their audience from fraud. NFT-tickets are
100% traceable and are impossible to counterfeit. 





Anti Fraud Technology

The End For Scalpers

Control of The Secondary Market

SECONDARY TICKETING MARKET 


Global Secondary Ticket Market: Increasing growth of online secondary
ticketing platforms, rising popularity of sports events and use of blockchain
for ticketing are the significant factors driving the growth of the Global
Secondary Ticket Market. Global Secondary Ticket Market is valued at 15B
USD in 2025 



SECONDARY MARKET 


Secondary tickets are the tickets resold for various events, such as concerts,
theater productions and sport games. When customers buy tickets from a
primary seller, this means they are original tickets and the price customers
pay is set by the event provider. In the secondary ticket market customers
can buy tickets from brokers or other fans that can’t use their tickets
anymore. Secondary ticket prices fluctuate far more than primary ticket
prices. Tickets often fall below face value, but if primary tickets are
underpriced or hard to get, secondary tickets prices can cost more than face
value. In this, the tickets are bought from licensed sellers and are then sold
for a price determined by the individual or company in possession of tickets.
When the supply of tickets for a given event available through authorized
tickets sellers is depleted, the event is considered “sold out”, generally
increasing the market value for any tickets on offer through secondary sellers.
This is common for sport events, musical events etc. Centaurify allows
organizers to set a maximum re-sale price to prevent scalping. Organizers
mint their own NFT tickets on our platform, setting their own smart contract
tokenomics rules to reward themselves, their artists & their audience on
every transaction on the secondary market.

CENTAURIFY 


Centaurify offers an NFT ticketing solution & NFT marketplace where
organizers and artists can easily list and sell their tickets and music related
NFTs. We aim to become the World's leading platform for NFT integration
specialized in the music industry  


• NFTs are unique, non-interchangeable assets, minted on-chain.


• NFTs can be linked to anything from digital art to any physical assets.


• The core attributes of NFTs give them unique value and categorically
separate them from other types of assets.


• These properties include being verifiably unique and indivisible.


The transparent nature of the underlying code means that the scarcity and
ownership of any given token is evident without the need for a trusted
intermediary. We view the emergence of NFTs as a continuation of a paradigm
shift from centralized to decentralized systems. 


This framework is now unlocking fresh business models for the creators of
digital and physical collectables. 


The underlying token for each Centaurify NFT encodes a unique genome that
defines its appearance, traits, and hereditary lineage. Centaurify NFTs cannot
be replicated or transferred without the user's permission.

BEHIND THE SCENES 
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The platform is much more than a ticketing system & NFT marketplace, it is a
combination of multiple different systems that will offer users a multitude of
utilities and benefits. The fusion of features and services will also be
executed by the tech partners - MLabs team, which can assure all potential
users of the platform that the product will be secure, efficient, and that it will
perform far beyond reasonable expectations. 


Some of the utilities that MLabs will be building with Centaurify, aside from
the decentralized ticketing system — is the NFT system which will create
additional revenue streams for creators as well as the anti-scalping & antifraud smart contracts measures. The latter will resolve a persistent and
painful problem of the music & performing industry! 

Other notable core systems of the platform that will be built by MLabs are
the reflection on NFT purchases and resales mechanism as well as the entire
frontend — that is to be — the Centaurify’s sleek and easy-to-use User
Interface. 


Conclusion 


The NFT-ization of the ticketing industry and the control of the primary and
secondary markets is the first major step for the Centaurify platform; we've
identified the final major piece of the solution for artists being able to divorce
themselves from the traditional music industry power structures. Over the
course of Web2.0 artists gained the ability to organically build communities
and followings around their music and engage with the people who like their
music. Applications like Spotify and Youtube have given artists the chance to
post their music online and allow people to stream it wherever and whenever
they want to this has allowed artists to essentially circumvent record labels
and other middlemen who might take a percentage out of the artists pocket
to line their own. Finally with Centaurify artists will unlock the power of
Web3.0 and be in control of ticketing, ticket markets and be able to truly
write the rules for their concerts and thats only the beginning. Once
Centaurify has established itself and developed the robust NFT Ticketing
solution we will be branching out into various other fields of the music
industry to be the go to platform for artists and fans alike.
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